
Families with 
children

of preschool
age in particular

from 0 to 3

#Da0a100 Leggere è geniale is a project created to promote culture in the 
Como area and the pleasure of reading through innovative and unconventional 
tools, in all places and for all ages. Libraries  have among their objectives also 
the promotion of reading from early childhood: reading aloud to children from an 
early age is a very engaging activity and strengthens the adult-child relationship.

4 good habits
for reading aloud
   
Choose the right time to read 
the child must be calm and rested, so if he is hungry, sleepy or needs to be changed 
or simply does not want to read, postpone it for another time   

Make yourself comfortable, choose a sofa or an armchair 
that allows you to hug and pamper your child while you are reading, because 
first of all reading should be a moment of relaxation and love for both of you   

Involve the child in reading 
indicate the objects telling the child their names and bring him back to everyday 
life asking him questions such as, for example, “where is your teddy bear?”.       

Read and read again 
Books have to be repetitive, such small children love rituals, repetition increases 
their sense of security.   
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How to choose suitable books
Up to six months the best way to approach reading is through listening, right from pregnancy. 
In this first period of life children begin to appreciate the sound of the voice, then rhymes, 
nursery rhymes, and lullabies. And the books to be first proposed are the ones with very 
simple images on a neutral background. After the first six months of life the baby begins to 
interact with the book, as he/she does with any other object.
The child becomes familiar with the object “book”, names many words suggested by the 
images, makes the first attempts to repeat very short words and sentences. Attention times 
begin to be gradually longer. Objects, figures and “stories” must be familiar and coming from 
the daily life, because it is appropriate for the child to recognize what he sees.
Books must be small and sturdy in order to be easily handled.

With this project we give a book as a present
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L’uccellino fa… 
di Soledad Bravi
Babalibri editore

Lucio e i primi suoni 
Marta Galewska-Kustra
edizioni Erikson

VOICE

Ninne nanne di parole 
di Roberto Piumini, 
musiche e voce di Giovanni Caviezel
Fabbri editori

Rime per le mani 
Chiara Carminati
edizioni Franco Cosimo Panini

Bianco e nero 
Tana Hoban
Editoriale Scienza

A fior di pelle 
Chiara Carminati,
Massimiliano Tappari 
edizioni Lapis

Facciamo le facce 
edizioni Gribaudo

Il libro gatto 
Silvia Borando
edizioni Minibombo

Lupo, lupo ma ci sei? 
Giusi Quarenghi, Giulia Orecchia
Giunti Editore

C’era un ditino 
Gabriele Clima
edizioni La Coccinella
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